IT career planning: Time, talent and treasury

As the Christmas season ends along with another year, this seems to be a perfect time to refocus our time, talent and treasury. Thinking specifically of our IT professional career, with time slipping quickly and limited treasury, planning to develop our talents requires careful thought.

I.S.P. and ITCP holders: Did you re-certify in 2013?

Re-Certification is a requirement in order to maintain your I.S.P. and/or ITCP designation(s). If you received your I.S.P. and/or ITCP certification in 2010 or earlier you are required to re-certify for 2013. If you have not already done so please re-certify asap to maintain your I.S.P. and/or ITCP certification.

Featured I.T. Jobs

Specialist, Application Development (Test Coord.), Regina, Saskatchewan
Information Security Manager, Saskatoon or Regina, Saskatchewan
Exchange Support Escalation Engineer, Winnipeg, Manitoba
SAP ANALYST, MATERIALS MANAGEMENT, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
SAP ANALYST, SALES AND DISTRIBUTION, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
IT Process Controls Systems Specialist, Joffre, Alberta
Mobile Technology Advisor, Ottawa, Ontario
Network Support Specialist, Rocky Mt House, Alberta
Manager, Portfolio Mgmt Office (Project Delivery), Regina, Saskatchewan
Controls Engineer, Vancouver, British Columbia
Manager, AD&S (SAP Functional Support), Regina, Saskatchewan

Chief Information Officer, St. John's, Newfoundland

Enterprise Architect, St. Albert, Alberta

Network Support Analyst, St. Albert, Alberta

Oracle BRM (Billing and Revenue Management) Developer, Calgary, Alberta

SPECIALIST, IT Operations Support (Systems Management), Regina, Saskatchewan

See more Job Postings and Upload your Resume at: http://jobs.cips.ca

---

CIPS Calgary Jan. 17 Lunch: 'Adapting Legacy IT Thinking to Mobile: Making the leap to Mobile'

CIPS

This month, we are pleased to have Trevor Nimegeers presenting, "Adapting Legacy IT Thinking to Mobile: Making the leap to Mobile." With over 20 years of experience working with companies to enhance and streamline content management systems, portals and collaborative technologies, Trevor Nimegeers began focusing on the mobility initiatives six years ago.

---

CIPS Nova Scotia Jan. 28th Event: 'Professionalizing the Practice of IT'

CIPS

Greg Lane is the Managing Director Ottawa for Cisco. In this capacity he is responsible for the Cisco public sector team which includes the Federal Government, Hospitals and Education in the region. Prior to Cisco Greg was with Avanade as the Director Business Development Public Service for Canada.

---

Featured Whitepaper: 'The CIO-CMO Partnership: An Executive Discussion'

CIPS

Download CIO-CMO Partnership: Executive Discussions to find out what fourteen senior level IT and Marketing professionals from different industry sectors had to say about their collaboration efforts and how they are leveraging technology, big data, and analytics.

---

**FEATURED ARTICLE**

Tech trends for 2014
CBC News

Wearable technologies are in, cellphone voice calls are dying out for some, phablets are here

**TRENDING ARTICLE**

IT leadership lessons you can learn from failure
CIO

In the world of IT, things can and will go wrong. Failure can come

**MOST POPULAR ARTICLE**

Wanted: Defenders of the public interest
IT World Canada

The first imperative of the CIPS Code of Ethics is to protect the
to stay and "e-visits" will keep patients out of waiting rooms while cutting global health-care costs. That is the future of the Canadian technology, media and telecom landscape in 2014.

from a number of things such as rushing to get too much done in a single project instead of breaking it down into smaller, more manageable projects.

public interest and maintain integrity. First among the eight principles of the ACM/IEEE Software Engineering Code of Ethics and Professional Practice is "PUBLIC – Software engineers shall act consistently with the public interest."

CIPS Calgary Jan. 22 Event: 'Real-time operational intelligence in order to identify business opportunities or threats in a timely, proactive manner'

CIPS
 Organizations today are realizing that their traditional BI solutions must be augmented with real-time operational intelligence in order to identify business opportunities or threats in a timely, proactive manner. Key business events often lose their value over time, and thus it is important to process these events as soon as possible in order to derive their maximum value and reduce decision latency.

CIPS Vancouver Speaker Series: 'BC's Dynamic CG Entertainment Industry: Collaborating with the Competition' (Jan. 30)

CIPS
 Join CIPS BC for the first exciting event in our 2014 Speaker Series! Use this opportunity to network with your colleagues in Vancouver at the elegant Terminal City Club. We are very excited to be able to bring you experienced speakers with a depth of knowledge in the IT field this year as we strive to help you take your career to the next level.

CIO Canada Summit

CIPS
 The CIO Canada Summit will give senior IT executives in Canada the opportunity to meet and network with technology analysts, leading association representatives, solution providers, and technology leaders from some of the largest and most innovative organizations in the country.

TRENDING ARTICLES

Missed last week's issue? See which articles your colleagues read most.

I.S.P and ITCP holders: Did you re-certify in 2013? (CIPS)
New CIPS ethics exam required for Certification applicants early in 2014 (CIPS)
10 trends for IT professionals to pay attention to over the next 5 years (Balkans.com)

Click here to see what else you missed.
Help enhance the IT skills of your non-IT staff!

CIPS
Competing in today's global economy requires a company to utilize technology in order to boost productivity. Two key elements for a company to realize the productivity advantage are a workforce that embraces the adoption of technology, and a workforce that can effectively use the technology.

Share this article:

Register for Jan. 23 Webcast with Don Gotterbarn and Keith Miller, 'Computing Professionalism: Do Good and Avoid Evil...'

Canadian IT Manager’s Blog
Register TODAY for the next free ACM Webcast, "Computing Professionalism: Do Good and Avoid Evil...and Why It Is Complicated to Do that in Computing," presented on Thursday, Jan. 23, 2014, at 1 p.m. ET (noon CT/11 a.m. MT/10 am PT/6 p.m. GMT) by Don Gotterbarn, Director of the Software Engineering Ethics Research Institute and Chair of the ACM Committee on Professional Ethics.

Share this article:

Wearable fitness technology highlights CES 2014

IT World Canada
The demand for unobtrusive, multifunction wearable fitness technology is driven by the aging boomer demographic combined with the expectation of millennials to have everything digital all the time and anywhere. The market impact is a big one.

Share this article:

CIPS National Corporate Partners

The following organizations have demonstrated their commitment to professionalism, ethics, and high standards for the I.T. profession through their support of CIPS. CIPS thanks all its partners for their contribution.

Become a CIPS Corporate Partner Today! - Send an email to jelias@cips.ca
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